PDI Retail

Reimagine Your Enterprise
Our retail solution drives efficiency
and time-saving automation into
every part of your store-level operation
integrating to your financials, helping
you keep your stores running at peak
performance and your customers
coming back
PDI Retail enables the convenience store
operator to automate and cost-effectively
manage complex day-to-day store-level
operations. Based on a centralized pricebook,
user-defined input forms, and the ability to integrate
to multiple POS platforms, PDI Retail streamlines the
electronic flow of information between stores, the central
office, vendors, and partners.

Powerful Integration

Manage by Exception

Scalable Platform

“Having a single solution like PDI
is essential to our business...
they are the first to break
through with technology.”
-John Dailey, Sr. Manager of IT, Circle K
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The PDI Difference:
PDI Retail goes beyond simple integration to the PDI Financial Suite – it is an
extension of your home office, fully aware of business changes as they occur,
unlike “bolt-together” systems. PDI Retail’s modules are all part of the same
enterprise-wide solution. The business intelligence component is an integral
part of the system, allowing you to easily monitor your data, apply your
business-rule exceptions, and automatically report results
and alerts for follow-up action.
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PDI Retail Key Features
• Daily reporting
• Integrated financials

• Foodservice inventory & production

mangement capabilities

• Exception management

• Mobile solutions

• Pricebook

• Integrated POS & fuel management

• Inventory optimization

• Rebate management

• Lottery

• Workforce

• Automated ordering
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PDI Foodservice
Capabilities
Track all Foodservice Components
for Maximized Profit Margins
While foodservice is one of the top
contributors to inside sales for the
convenience retail market, it can also
be a costly venture
From vendor relationships, to specialized labor, and
inventory management, it is essential that you are able
to track all foodservice components throughout your
business to maximize your profit margins. PDI enables your
foodservice capabilities with one version of the truth through
our Enterprise software.

Optimize
Inventory Levels

Reduce Waste

Enhance Labor
Usage

Actionable Insights
into Sales Trends

“Thanks to PDI Enterprise
foodservice capabilities, we are
now able to predict sales
forecast to better manage our
orders, shelf-life, labor, and
production rates.”
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The PDI Difference:
Foodservice items are commonly composed of multiple inventory parts each with their own
costs, vendors, recipes, preparations, and expirations associated with them. You rarely sell
the unit you buy. With PDI Enterprise, you can track each recipe and menu item
component to identify any discrepancies and reconcile
your actual versus estimated use of those items.

Labor
Management

Recipe & Menu
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Inventory
Management &
Reporting

With PDI Enterprise you can:
• Review margins and costs of prepared food
• Compare theoretical versus actual usage
• Identify discrepancies between prescribed practice and what is
actually happening to your inventory
• Manage ingredients, recipes, and menus using common cooking measures
• Inventory in fractional or whole quantities with a variety of units
of measure
• Easily perform audits for prepared food and products without barcodes
• Create shelf-labels for non-sellable items
• Centrally manage nutrition facts and shelf lives for integration to scales,
menu boards, and other tools to meet FDA regulations
• Allocate labor budget proportionate to foodservice sales
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Foodservice
Inventory Management
While foodservice is one of the top contributors
to inside sales for the convenience retail
market, it can also be a costly venture and
therefore does not leave much room for
mistakes and lost margins.

Along with Production Management, Inventory
Management is a key component in the
extended capabilities of PDI Enterprise
Foodservice that equips convenience retailers
with one version of the truth.

From vendor relationships, to specialized labor
and ingredient management, it is essential that
you are able to track all foodservice
components throughout your business to
maximize your profit margins.

Our detailed inventory audit toolkit allows you
to manage ingredients, recipes and menus,
while reducing waste and spoilage costs. You
can also integrate recipe and menu details to
your Pricebook for increased visibility.

Recipe
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Cost & Margin
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Ingredient
Inventory
Management

POS & Kiosk
Integration

Convenience retailers who
choose PDI to manage their
Foodservice gain technology
built for the industry and a
reliable partner they can trust.
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Foodservice
Production Management
Unscientific operations and production
practices can erode foodservice programs’
otherwise promising margins. At the same time,
convenience retailers are under pressure to
constantly change and evolve their
foodservice offering, just like the seasons.
That’s why accurate, timely data is essential to
identify opportunities to cut costs, reduce
waste, improve productivity and boost sales in
order to create a profitable offering.

Sales
Forecasting

Along with Inventory Management, Production
Management is a key component in the
extended capabilities of PDI Enterprise
Foodservice that streamlines the profitability of
your foodservice offering.
Combining the power of your sales and traffic
forecasting, you can identify seasonal trends
and event promotions. Allocate production
windows and labor budget proportionate to
your sales, and minimize ot-of-stocks.

Job
Scheduling

Production
Planning

Sell more by having delicious,
fresh options available when
your ustomers want it.
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